We consider large n, T panel data models with fixed effects, persistent common factors allowing for cross-section dependence, and possibly correlated persistent innovations that are assumed fractionally integrated. In the model, a) persistence in the innovations and the common factor allows for cointegrating relationships in the unobserved idiosyncratic components; b) the vector of innovations, whose elements can be contemporaneously correlated, can also exhibit short-memory dynamics in the form of a finite-order vector autoregressive process; c) deterministic linear and nonlinear trends can be nested, and observable series can co-break through the common factor. We perform estimations on the defactored observed series where the projections are based on the sample averages of fractionally differenced data. In the estimation, we use a computationally convenient equationby-equation conditional-sum-of-squares (CSS) criterion, leading to GLS-type estimates for slope parameters. The CSS estimates of individual slope and long-range dependence parameters are √ T consistent while the mean-group slope estimate is √ n consistent, all with centered asymptotic normal distributions, irrespective of cointegration. A study of small-sample performance is carried out showing desirable properties for our estimation method. Finally, an empirical application to the long-run relationship between real GDP growth and debt-to-GDP growth as well as real GDP and debt at levels is included.
Introduction
In economics, fractional long-range dependence can arise due to aggregation. Several aggregate economic variables have been shown to exhibit long-memory properties although their individual components are usually well described by dynamic autoregressive models. Granger (1980) argues that aggregating such models can lead to models that have dramatically different correlation structures for both dependent and independent individual series as is the case when aggregating micro variables such as total personal income, unemployment, consumption of non-durable goods, inventories, and profits. Chambers (1998) shows that U.K. macroeconomic series exhibit fractional long-range dependence when the dynamic models describing the series are temporally aggregated. Furthermore, Michelacci and Zaffaroni (2000) find that aggregate GDP shocks exhibit long memory and show that output convergence to steady state is intertwined with this property. Recently, Pesaran and Chudik (2014) show that aggregation of linear dynamic panel data models can lead to long memory and use this property to investigate the source of persistence in aggregate inflation.
In order to get a solid empirical perspective, several indicators are frequently organized in a panel data structure to incorporate the characteristics of different units, such as countries or assets, while describing their time-series dynamics. The examples of macroeconomic panel data indicators include GDP, interest rates, inflation rates, unemployment rates, and in finance, it is standard to use a panel data structure in portfolio performance evaluations and risk management. Analysis of such panel indicators has been carried out using both static and dynamic models. To be more realistic, recent research in panel data theory focuses on developing inference based on stationary I(0) variables when unobserved heterogeneity and interactions between cross-section units are present; see e.g. Pesaran (2006) . The research on nonstationary panel data models, on the other hand, has typically developed in an autoregressive framework with I(1) variables. As one well-known reference, Phillips and Moon (1999) develop limit theory for heterogeneous panel data models with I(1) series. Different nonstationary settings have also been considered to account for individual cross-section characteristics and interactions between cross-section units. For example, Bai and Ng (2004) and Bai (2010) propose unit-root testing procedures when idiosyncratic innovations and the common factor are both I(1), and Moon and Perron (2004) propose the use of dynamic factors to test for unit roots in cross-sectionally dependent panels.
In a pure time-series context, Gil-Alaña and Robinson (1997) show that unemployment rate, CPI, industrial production and money stock (M2) exhibit non-integer values of integration, and similar conclusions arise for many financial series such as real exchange rates, equity and stock market realized volatility, see e.g. Bollerslev et al. (2013) . Since empirical studies have repeatedly shown that many economic and financial time series exhibit fractional long-range dependence (possibly due to aggregation) and several macroeconomic and financial indicators are presented in the form of panels, panel data models should also be able to accommodate such behaviour. To the best of our knowledge, only few papers study fractional long-range dependence in panel data models. Hassler et al. (2011) propose a test for memory in fractionally integrated panels. Robinson and Velasco (2014) employ different estimation techniques to obtain efficient inference on the memory parameter in a fractional panel setting with fixed effects. Extending the latter, Ergemen and Velasco (2014) incorporate cross-section dependence and exogenous covariates to estimate slope and memory parameters in a single-equation setting, which enables disclosing possible cointegrating relationships between the unobserved independent idiosyncratic components.
In this paper, we develop inference for panel data models where we allow for fractionally integrated long-range dependence in both idiosyncratic innovations and the common factor while letting the innovation terms be contemporaneously correlated to introduce the possibility of cointegrated system estimation in the classical sense. In these models, a fractional integration or memory parameter describes the persistence, which constitutes an alternative to dynamic autoregressive (AR) panel data models. The model setup requires that both the cross-section size, n, and the time-series length, T, grow in the asymptotics, departing from short panel data models (fixed T ) and multivariate time series models (fixed n) due to the need to control for cross-section dependence modelled by a common-factor structure. The setup differs from the ones by Hassler et al. (2011) and Robinson and Velasco (2014) as we explicitly model cross-section dependence and allow for cointegrating relationships in the unobserved idiosyncratic components. However, under our setup, there is no cointegration requirement for obtaining valid inference, which removes the necessity of a priori cointegration testing as required by Robinson and Hualde (2003) and Hualde and Robinson (2007) . The setup also differs from the one by Ergemen and Velasco (2014) due to the allowance for contemporaneous correlation in the idiosyncratic innovations, which enables system estimation on the defactored observed series. Allowing for endogeneity via the idiosyncratic innovations enables the model to achieve wider empirical applicability, especially in cases where endogeneity induced by the unobserved common factor is not the only source of contemporaneous correlation. For example, empirical analyses of endogenous growth theories and the purchasing power parity hypothesis generally require that the idiosyncratic errors be correlated even after the factor structure is removed due to prevailing two-way endogeneity in data.
Our model can successfully address the cases in which a time series approach would lead to invalid results. The observable series can display the same memory level when the integration order of the common factor is greater than those of the idiosyncratic innovations. Thus a pure time-series approach may falsely conclude the relationship between the observables spurious. In this case, possible cointegrating relationships can only be disclosed after the common factor structure is projected out, implying that accounting for individual unit characteristics and cross-section interactions is essential in obtaining valid inference, as is the case under our setup.
In the estimation of the slope and long-range dependence parameters, we use a computationally convenient equation-by-equation conditional-sum-of-squares (CSS) approach, in a similar way to Hualde and Robinson (2007) . The estimation procedure is based on the defactored variables obtained after projections on the sample means of fractionally differenced data, leading to GLS-type estimates for slope parameters. The resulting individual slope and long-range dependence estimates are √ T consistent with a centered asymptotic normal distribution, and the mean-group slope estimate is √ n consistent and asymptotically normally distributed, irrespective of cointegrating relationships. Although the resulting estimates are not readily as efficient as Gaussian maximum likelihood estimates due to the system information not being exploited at once, they can easily be updated to efficiency by taking a single Newton step from the previously obtained initial estimates. We explore the small-sample performance of our estimates by means of Monte Carlo experiments both when autocorrelations and/or endogeneity are lacking and present, which show desirable results in terms of the performance of our estimates.
In the empirical application, we investigate the long-run relationship between real GDP and debt-to-GDP growth rates as well as debt and real GDP at levels for 20 high-income OECD countries for the time period . We find that GDP growth responds negatively to a change in the debt-to-GDP ratio significantly for 5 out of 20 countries while the relationship is insignificant for other countries at the 5% level. None of these significant relationships are cointegrating, which suggests that there is no longlasting equilibrium relationship between debt-to-GDP growth and real GDP growth. On the other hand, real GDP and debt at levels have a significant relationship for all countries but Greece, New Zealand and Sweden, and this relationship is cointegrating for several countries, which we can find using our panel approach and not using a pure time series methodology as we show comparing our results to those that would be obtained by Hualde and Robinson (2007) .
The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. Next section contains estimation details of slope and fractional integration parameters. Section 3 lists all the conditions needed and contains the main results. Section 4 briefly discusses the inclusion of deterministic trends. Section 5 presents a finite-sample study based on Monte Carlo experiments, and Section 6 presents the empirical application. Section 7 contains the final comments.
Throughout the paper, "(n, T ) j " denotes joint asymptotics in which both the crosssection size and time-series length are growing; " → p " denotes convergence in probability; and " → d " denotes convergence in distribution. All mathematical proofs and technical lemmas are collected in an appendix at the end of the paper.
Model and Parameter Estimation
We consider the following triangular array describing a type-II fractionally integrated panel data model of the observed series (y it , x it ) :
where y it and x it are scalars whose idiosyncratic innovations have unknown true integration orders d i0 and ϑ i0 for i = 1, . . . , n and t = 1, . . . , T, and f t ∼ I(δ) where δ is also unknown. While vector x it may also be analyzed allowing for a multiple regression setting, we consider the simplest case to focus on the main ideas. Throughout the paper, the subscript at the fractional differencing operator attached to a vector or scalar it (i.e. a type-II process) has the meaning
where 1(·) is the indicator function, and Γ(·) denotes the gamma function such that Γ(d) = ∞ for d = 0, −1, −2, . . . , and Γ(0)/Γ(0) = 1 by convention. With the prime denoting transposition, it = ( 1it , 2it ) is a bivariate covariance stationary process, allowing for Cov( 1it , 2it ) = 0, whose vector-autoregressive (VAR) dynamics are described by
where L is the lag operator, θ i the short-memory parameters, I 2 the 2 × 2 identity matrix, B j the 2 × 2 upper-triangular short-memory matrices, and v it is a bivariate sequence that is identically and independently distributed across i and t with zero mean and covariance matrix Ω i > 0. The upper-triangularity assumption on the short-memory matrices, B j , provides a great deal of parsimony in the asymptotics as it further develops the triangular structure of the system, and it is in line with the long-run VAR restriction of Blanchard and Quah (1989) and the short-run VAR restriction of Sims (1987) . The arrays {α i , i ≥ 1} and {µ i , i ≥ 1} are unobserved individual fixed effects; {f t , t > 0} is the I(δ) unobserved common factor that induces cross-section dependence and possibly further endogeneity in the system; {λ i , i ≥ 1} and {γ i , i ≥ 1} are unobserved factor loadings indicating how much each cross-section unit is affected by f t . In addition to these general dynamics, autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity can also be featured in the common factor so that the model can be suitable also for applications in empirical finance such as volatility analysis.
We assume initial conditions in the idiosyncratic innovations away since they are asymptotically negligible under a heterogeneous setup; see Ergemen and Velasco (2014) . In a standard way, we first-difference (1) to remove the fixed effects,
for i = 1, . . . , n and t = 2, . . . , T. Setting Let us introduce the notation a it (τ ) = ∆ τ −1 t ∆a it for any τ. Then the prewhitened model is given by
Thus, using the notation z it (τ 1 , τ 2 ) = (y it (τ 1 ), x it (τ 2 )) , (5) can be written in the vectorized form as
where
The structure
The common factor may also feature breaks both at levels and in persistence thus making the model more flexible for empirical applications, e.g. studies containing global-crisis periods. Several techniques for eliminating or estimating I(0) commonfactor structures have been proposed in the literature. Pesaran (2006) suggests using cross-section averages of the observed series as proxies to asymptotically replace the common factor structure. A different version of this procedure has been recently adopted in case of persistent common factors by Ergemen and Velasco (2014) . There has also been some focus on estimating the factor loadings and common factors up to a rotation, in I(0) or I(1) cases, which enables their use as plug-in estimates. The well-known principal components approach (PCA) has been greatly extended in factor analysis by e.g. Bai and Ng (2002) and Bai and Ng (2013) . While factor structure estimates, obtained by principal components analysis, can be used as plug-in estimates thus allowing for the exploitation of more information in forecasting studies, they cause size distortions leading to lower finite-sample performance in estimation as pointed out by Pesaran (2006) . Moreover, PCA estimation of factors with fractional long-range dependence has not been explored in the literature yet. Bearing in mind this fact, we project out the common factor structure using the cross-section averages of fractionally differenced data, by which the projection errors vanish asymptotically.
Projection of the Common Factor Structure
To give the details about projection, let us write (6) in cross-section averages as
asymptotically captures all the information provided by the common factor -since it also contains
Let us write the time-stacked observed series as
. The common factor structure, for T 1 = T − 1, can asymptotically be removed by the T 1 × T 1 projection matrix
, and P − denotes the generalized inverse of a matrix P. When the projection matrix is built with the original (possibly nonstationary) series, it is not possible to make sure that the cross-section averages can asymptotically replace the factor structure. On the other hand, using some d * > max{ϑ max , d max , δ} − 1/4 for prewhitening guarantees that the projection errors vanish asymptotically.
Based on (8), the defactored observed bivariate series for each i = 1, . . . , n,
and is readily contained in each of the defactored series.
Estimation of Linear Model Parameters
Writing (10) for i = 1, . . . , n, and t = 2, . . . , T as
we now integrate the defactored series back by d * to their original integration orders, to perform estimations, as
where the first and second equations of (11) are obtained, respectively, bỹ
To explicitly show the short-memory dynamics in the model based on (3), (11) can be written as
and the first equation can be organized to account for the contemporaneous correlation if we writeỹ *
with B kj denoting the k-th row of B j , and
is useful in the estimation of β i0 since the signal that can be extracted fromx it (d i ) is stronger than that fromx it (ϑ i ). However, identification of β i0 is still possible in a spurious regression where d i0 > ϑ i0 since the error term in (14) is orthogonal toṽ 2it (·) given that v it are identically and independently distributed. The only exclusion we have under a spurious setting is the case in which ϑ i0 = d i0 , which leads to collinearity in (14) thus rendering the identification of β i0 impossible. The spurious estimation case in which d i0 > ϑ i0 is evidently more useful when the interest is in the estimation of contemporaneous correlations between series more than in the estimation of slope parameters. While the triangular array structure readily leads to the identification of β i0 and ρ i so long as ϑ i0 = d i0 , some B kj may still be left unidentified. In that case, imposing an upper-triangular structure in B j (·) to further develop the triangular structure of the system leads to identification of B kj . In this paper, short-memory dynamics are not our main concern so we treat B j (·) as nuisance parameters.
The case in which p = 0 and ρ i = 0, corresponding to white noise it and no endogeneity respectively, has been developed by Ergemen and Velasco (2014) , where estimation is carried out for the parameters only in the first equation and ϑ i are treated as nuisance parameters. In the present paper, while the main parameter of interest is still β i0 , we can also obtain the estimates of d i0 , ϑ i0 , ρ i and B j (θ i ).
First, we use a q × (3p + 2) restriction matrix Q that is I 3p+2 when there are no prior zero restrictions on B j , and a q < 3p + 2 matrix Q with prior zero restrictions that is obtained by dropping rows corresponding to restrictions, which may improve efficiency by eliminating some lagged values of the series. Then, write (14) as
withZ and ω i being the vector of coefficients that are functions of β i , ρ i and B kj (θ i ) whose least-squares estimate is given bŷ
with
where (τ 1 , τ 2 ) denotes the infeasible cases of (
In most empirical work, the main parameter of interest is β i0 , for which the estimate can simply be obtained from (16) aŝ
While (17) is less efficient than the estimate obtained by joint CSS estimation in the VAR it case, it is computationally much simpler in practice. The case of p = 0 has been discussed by Ergemen and Velasco (2014) , where (17) is efficient when Cov( 1it , 2it ) = 0. When the interest is in the estimation of contemporaneous correlation between the idiosyncratic innovations, the vector ψ can be adjusted accordingly so that
Short-memory parameters can be estimated similarly taking e.g. ψ θ = (0, 0, 1, . . . , 1) when B j (·) is known, otherwise B j (θ i ) are estimated.
Estimation of Long-Range Dependence Parameters
For the estimation of long memory or fractional integration parameters, we only consider the empirically relevant case of unknown d i and ϑ i . Estimation of long-range dependence parameters in the panel data context is a relatively new topic. Robinson and Velasco (2014) propose several techniques for estimating a pooled fractional integration parameter under a fractional panel setting with no covariates or cross-section dependence. Extending their study, Ergemen and Velasco (2014) propose two fractional panel data models with cross-section dependence in both of which the long-range dependence parameter is estimated, also when their general model features exogenous covariates, in first differences.
In order to estimate both long-range dependence parameters under our setup, we use a equation-by-equation CSS approach that is computationally advantageous in comparison to a joint CSS approach, whose parsimony would be more pronounced under a multiple regression setting. To distinguish clearly between these two approaches, we first write the relevant part of the joint CSS criterion function (concentrated out of Ω and β i ) using (12) as
where locating an approximate minimum is computationally demanding. To overcome such a problem, a single Newton step may be taken from an initial Robinson and Hualde (2003) . Denoting a √ T −consistent estimate of τ i by τ † i , consider
and
This approach may prove computationally more convenient for obtaining an estimate of τ i0 given its √ T -consistent initial estimate, though finding such an initial estimate is challenging itself. We therefore follow a step-by-step approach at whose first step we estimate the second equation of (12). Assuming an upper-triangular structure for B j (θ i ) in (3) for parsimony, which corresponds to a long-run restriction cf. Blanchard and Quah (1989) and a short-run restriction cf. Sims (1987) so that the short-memory dynamics can be identified, we write (13) as
the r × p matrix R = I p for r = p, but for r < p, R is obtained by dropping rows from I p , and φ i collecting the B 22j that are nonzero a priori. Then an estimate of φ i ,
Having obtained (20), ϑ i0 can be estimated bŷ
Then d i0 can be estimated from (15) bŷ
Common Correlated Mean-Group Slope Estimates
In many empirical applications, there is also an interest in obtaining the mean effect of the slope estimates. Given the linearity of the model in β i , we consider the commoncorrelation mean-group estimate,
This estimate is essentially a GLS mean-group estimate based on the average of individual feasible slope estimates. An OLS mean-group estimate can also be considered based on the prewhitening parameter d * aŝ
While the common correlated pooled estimate for β i may also be considered, its analysis requires further conditions and is left for future research. For the asymptotic analysis of the mean-group estimate, it is standard to use a random coefficients model as in
with w i independent of all other model variables.
All asymptotic results along with the regularity conditions used to derive them are presented in the next section.
Assumptions and Main Results
We impose and discuss a set of regularity conditions that allow us to derive our asymptotic results.
Assumption 1 (Long-range dependence and common-factor structure). Persistence and cross-section dependence are introduced according to the following:
1. The fractional integration parameters, with true values ϑ i0 = d i0 , satisfy max{ϑ max , d max , δ} − min{ϑ, d} < 1/2, and either max{ϑ max , d max , δ} < 5/4 with d
2. The common factor vector, of size at most two, satisfies
3. f t and ·it are independent, and independent of factor loadings λ i and γ i for all i and t.
4. Factor loadings λ i and γ i are independent across i, and the matrix containing sample averages of factor loadings is full column rank.
Assumption 1.1 is a fairly general version of the assumptions used by e.g. Hualde and Robinson (2011) and Nielsen (2013) , additionally ensuring that the projection errors asymptotically vanish with the prescribed choice of d * . This condition also requires that the lower bounds of the sets V and D not be too apart from other memory parameters when d i0 ∈ D and ϑ i0 ∈ V, in which case it is further implied that ϑ i0 − d i0 < 1/2, i.e. at most weak fractional cointegration. Assumption 1.2 allows for long-range dependence in the common factors that may also have short-memory dynamics, where the I(0) innovations of f t are not collinear. The restriction on the number of factors may be relaxed when more covariates are introduced: in general, if there are r covariates, the maximum number of the factors that can be featured is 1+r so that the factor space can be spanned. The non-zero mean possibility in the common factor, i.e. when α f = 0, allows for the series to co-break through the common factor. Assumptions 1.3 and 1.4 are standard in the factor models literature and have been used by e.g. Pesaran (2006) and Bai (2009) . The full rank condition on the factor loadings matrix simplifies the identification of factors with no loss of generality requiring that there be sufficiently many covariates whose sample averages can span the factor space. This is straightforwardly satisfied in case of one common factor.
Assumption 2 (System errors). The process it has the representation
3. the v it are identically and independently distributed vectors across i and t with zero mean and positive-definite covariance matrix Ω i , and have bounded fourthorder moments.
Assumptions 2.1-2.3 are quite standard in the analysis of stationary VAR processes, as were also used by Robinson and Hualde (2003) , constituting the counterpart conditions for B j . The first condition rules out possible collinearity in the innovations imposing a standard summability requirement and ensures well-defined functional behaviour at zero frequency, allowing for invertibility. The second condition is needed for the uniform convergence of the Hessian in the asymptotic distribution, and finally the moment requirement in the third condition is in general easily satisfied under Gaussianity. The iid requirement in the last condition may be relaxed to martingale difference innovations whose conditional and unconditional third and fourth order moments are equal, which would then indicate iid behaviour up to fourth moments.
Assumption 3 (Rank condition). Based on the time-stacked version of the vector of observablesZ * it ,Z * i , the following conditions are satisfied:
has finite second order moments.
Assumption 3.1 is a regularity condition ensuring the existence of (16) and thus of (17) while Assumption 3.2 is used in the derivation of asymptotic results of (21).
Under our setup, the common-factor structure that accounts for cross-sectional dependence is projected out, and this restricts the analysis to weak cointegration where ϑ i0 − d i0 < 1/2. In a pure time-series context, Hualde and Robinson (2007) derive joint asymptotics for memory and slope parameters without accounting for individual characteristics of the series. Although the results by Hualde and Robinson (2007) are similar to ours, showing our results relies heavily on the projection algebra due to the allowance of cross-section dependence by means of a common-factor structure.
The next theorem presents the consistency of slope and long-range dependence parameter estimates since these are the main parameters of interest in structural estimation.
This result does not require a rate condition on n and T so long as they jointly grow in the asymptotics, and it can be readily extended to include also the other model parameters. This contrasts with the results derived by Robinson and Velasco (2014) , where only T is required to grow and n can be fixed or increasing in the asymptotics. An increasing T is needed therein since it yields the asymptotics in the heterogeneous setup, as is needed here, but projection on cross-section averages for factor structure removal further requires that n grow.
Next, we show the joint asymptotic distribution of the parameters, where a rate condition is imposed on n and T to remove the projection error with an a priori differencing choice of d * . To simplify the presentation in this paper, we consider a large enough d * prescribed in Assumption 1.1 without pointing out a fixed value although for most applications d * = 1 would be enough anticipating ϑ i0 , δ, d i0 < 5/4.
Theorem 2. Under Assumptions 1-3, and if
This joint estimation result differs from the one by Robinson and Hualde (2003) but is similar to that by Hualde and Robinson (2007) in that there can at most be weak cointegration under our setup. Removal of common factors that allow for crosssection dependence brings the extra condition that T n −2 → 0 along with more involved derivations, leading to substantially different proofs from those only outlined in Hualde and Robinson (2007) . Under lack of autocorrelation and endogeneity induced by the idiosyncratic innovations, Ergemen and Velasco (2014) establish the √ T -convergence rate in the joint estimation of both slope and fractional integration parameters under weak cointegration, with which our results are also parallel.
The variance-covariance matrix in Theorem 2 has a highly involved analytic expression, but definitions of the estimatesÂ i andB i , thus forming the positive semi-definite covariance matrix estimateÂ iBiÂ i , are provided in Appendix A.5.
The estimates that are outcomes of univariate optimizations in Theorem 2 lack efficiency since the information provided by the panel system is not completely exploited. However, parameter estimates can be updated to efficiency by taking a single Newtonstep as described in (19).
We finally consider the asymptotic behaviour of the common correlated mean-group slope estimates.
This theorem extends the results by Pesaran (2006) and Kapetanios et al. (2011) on I(0) and I(1) variables, where this GLS-type estimate now converges at the √ n rate without requiring any conditions on the relative growth of n to T. The asymptotic variance-covariance matrix, Ω w , can be estimated nonparametrically along the lines of Pesaran (2006) bŷ
since variability only depends on the heterogeneity of the β i .
Corollary of Theorem 3. Under Assumptions 1-3, as (n, T ) j → ∞,
Since this estimate does not include the estimates of the long-range dependence parameters but is based only on the prewhitening parameter, d
* , it can be viewed as an OLS estimator. The asymptotic variance-covariance matrix, Σ w , can be estimated in a similar way toΩ w bŷ
Deterministic Trends
While our model in (1) can accommodate both deterministic and stochastic unobserved trends via the common factor f t , this imposes that the trending behaviour be shared by some cross-section units, in particular by those with nonzero factor loadings. This then indicates that among those cross-section units sharing the same trend, the difference is only up to a constant, based on λ i and γ i . To relax such a restriction and allow for separate time trends, we extend the model in (1) as
where now q(t) and r(t) are time trends. The case in which q(t) and r(t) in (22) are linear, possibly with drifts, can be straightforwardly analyzed in second differences, at whose first and second differences the time trends are reduced to constants and removed, respectively. Otherwise, projections can be carried out in first differences using an augmented version of the projection matrix described in (9) to include ones at its first column, which then mirrors fixedeffects estimation in first differences. In both of these approaches, asymptotics remain the same under the conditions prescribed in Section 3: although the series may be overdifferenced in the beginning, they are integrated back by the order of their initial differencing orders after projections to their original integration orders, e.g. for double differencing, as in
In cases of (possibly fractional) nonlinearity in q(t) and r(t), such as t 2 , t 3 and ∆ −ϕ 1 with ϕ > 1/2, removal or estimation of trends may become more complicated as opposed to the linear case. When the orders of trend polynomials are known, the first column of the projection matrix in (9) can be augmented accordingly to remove the trending behaviour. Even when q(t) and r(t) are functional trends of known orders, such projection matrix augmentation may prove useful. However, when the orders of trend polynomials are unknown, removal of trends based on projection is not possible, though some nonparametric GLS detrending approach might be used. This case is beyond the scope of the present paper and is not further explored in what follows.
Simulations
In this section, we investigate the finite-sample behaviour of our estimates, where we allow for variations in the signal-to-noise ratio, τ = a 22 /a 11 , and the correlation ρ = a 12 /(a 11 a 22 ) 1/2 . We take a 11 = 1 with no loss of generality, and introduce the shortmemory dynamics taking B j (θ i ) = diag {θ 1i , θ 2i } to generate it .
We draw the factor loadings as U (−0.5, 1), and then generate serially correlated common factors based on iid innovations drawn as standard normal. The fixed effects are left unspecified since projections and estimations are carried out in first differences. Fixing the cross-section size and time-series length to n = 10 and T = 50, respectively, we consider the parameter values ϑ = 0.75, 1, 1.25, d = 0.5, 0.75, 1, covering both cointegration and noncointegration cases, and θ 1 = θ 2 = 0, 0.5 with ρ = 0, 0.5 for δ = 0.4, 1. For this study, we fix β i0 , τ, d * = 1. Simulations are carried out via 1,000 replications. Tables 1 and 2 present the bias and RMSE profiles of our estimates for θ 1 = θ 2 = ρ = 0 and θ 1 = θ 2 = ρ = 0.5, respectively. Both the feasible and infeasible versions ofβ M G have considerably small biases under lack of autocorrelation and endogeneity, with the biases further decreasing in ϑ although their magnitudes increase in δ. In the second setup, where both endogeneity and autocorrelation are present, biases of all parameter estimates show an increase in magnitude due to the simultaneous equation bias stemming from prevalent contemporaneous correlations. Biases of slope estimates are decreasing in the order of cointegration, i.e. ϑ−d. The fractional parameter estimatê ϑ remains robust in terms of bias for a given ϑ, and the estimated has a bias generally decreasing in d.
In terms of performance, slope estimates behave well both under lack and presence of autocorrelation and endogeneity, in most cases standard deviations dominating biases in terms of contribution to root mean square errors (RMSE). The fractional parameter estimatesθ andd show a great deal of robustness.
In order to investigate the contributions of endogeneity and short-memory dynamics separately, we next consider θ 1 = θ 2 = 0 with ρ = 0.5 as well as θ 1 = θ 2 = 0.5 with ρ = 0. Table 3 presents the case of endogeneity without short-memory dynamics. Compared to the results in Table 1 , slope estimates mainly suffer from the simultaneous equation bias caused by ρ = 0 while the performance of fractional integration parameters are slightly ameliorated. When autocorrelation is introduced instead of endogeneity in Table 4 , slope estimates perform similarly to the results in Table 1 . The performance of fractional parameter estimatesθ andd, however, are slightly worsened compared to the results in Table 1 . A further comparison between Tables 2 and 3 reveals that under endogeneity, short-memory dynamics help both the feasible and infeasible slope estimates in terms of performance in some cases. Introducing endogeneity when short-memory dynamics are already present improves the performance of fractional integration parameter estimates to some extent as can be concluded from the comparison of Tables 2 and 4. We also explore the finite-sample behaviour of our estimates under (22) taking r(t), q(t) = t. As before, estimations are performed in first differences, but the projection matrix in (9) is now augmented to include ones in its first column. This way, the estimation method mimics fixed-effects estimation in first differences, and the corresponding bias and RMSE profiles are shown in Tables 5 and 6 . The results in Tables  5 and 1 are comparable as are the results in Tables 6 and 2 . With the inclusion of linear trends, while both the infeasible and feasible slope estimates have positive and small biases, the fractional integration parameter estimates appear to have been underestimated in general. In fact, considering the fact that first-differencing and projection remove the trend completely, Tables 5 and 6 can be read as the bias and RMSE profiles pertaining to fixed-effects estimation.
Finally, we replicate the results in Table 2 taking n = 5 and T = 25 to explore the small-sample behaviour of the estimates, which is reported in Table 7 . In terms of performance, the standard errors roughly double while the bias profiles of slope estimates remain more or less the same. However, fractional integration parameter estimates generally suffer from larger biases compared to the results in Table 2 . The relationship between debt and economic growth has been extensively analyzed based on several different approaches leading to mixed results. Among many others, Elmendorf and Mankiw (1999) argue for the negative effect of public debt on growth. Reinhart and Rogoff (2010) use a debt-bracketing approach coupled with threshold estimation to conclude that high debt hinders economic growth in developed countries. Baglan and Yoldas (2013) show that nonlinearities caused by a common debt-level threshold is insignificant and suggest grouping the countries according to their debt-to-GDP ratios to conclude a common negative relationship between GDP growth and debt for countries with chronically high debt. In line with these findings, Chudik et al. (2013) show that debt has a negative and significant effect on growth in the long-run and that debt-level thresholds have no significant effects thus refuting the nonlinearity arguments based on thresholding in debt dynamics. Contrary to these views, DeLong and Summers (2012) argue that hysteresis arising from recessions can lead to a situation in which expansionary fiscal policies may have positive effect on long-run GDP growth.
Overall the existing literature has provided ambiguous conclusions as to whether the relationship between debt and GDP growth is negative or positive due to large differences in their estimation methodologies. Except for the econometric specification by Chudik et al. (2013) , which constitutes the AR alternative of ours, all others rely on homogeneous slope estimation methods, completely disregarding country characteristics and possible interactions between countries. Such homogeneity assumption on the slope parameter implies that different countries converge to their equilibrium at the same rate and that there is no debt overhang from one country to another, which is implausible given the increasing interdependencies between economies. Although Chudik et al. (2013) can address these issues in their cross-sectionally augmented autoregressive distributed lag estimation strategy, they restrict their analyses to I(0) and I(1) cases. Just like in the other references, their decision on the stationarity of the dynamics of debt-to-GDP ratio and GDP growth is merely based on unit-root testing. However, as is well known by now, rejecting the null of a unit root does not imply I(0) stationarity in the series; see Dolado et al. (2002) , which is why allowing for non-integer orders of integration in the analysis is required.
We analyze the relationship between real GDP and debt-to-GDP growth rates and the relationship between real GDP and debt at levels separately in the following subsections.
Empirical Analysis of the GDP Growth and Debt-to-GDP Ratio Relationship
We examine the long-term effects of debt 1 on economic growth using our fractionally integrated panel data estimation methodology. Using our approach, we incorporate country-specific characteristics and the interactions between countries while also allowing for endogeneity without having to restrict our analysis to I(0) and I(1) cases, by which we are able to detect stationarity and nonstationarity of fractional orders that will lead to more accurate inference.
In our analysis, we use post-war yearly data on debt-to-GDP ratios from Reinhart's database and real GDP data from Angus Maddison's website spanning the time period 1955-2008 for 20 high-income OECD countries: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom and United States. Real GDP growth rates and debt-to-GDP ratios for each country are plotted in Figures 1  and 2 , respectively. From Figures 1 and 2 , it is evident that real GDP growth rates show more oscillations, which is a typical behaviour of stationary series, than debt-to-GDP ratios for all countries. The average growth rate for all countries over time is 3.37% while the average debt-to-GDP ratio is 53.21%. In line with the literature, the correlation coefficient between these two series -0.0983 implying an inverse relationship between debt and growth. Furthermore, we account for cross-section mean and variance characteristics of the series so that we can get accurate inference on the long-run relationship between growth rates and debt-to-GDP ratios, if any. First, we estimate the fractional integration orders of real GDP growth rates and debt-to-GDP ratios using local Whittle estimation based on Robinson (1995) with bandwidth choices of m = 10, 14. Given that the sample contains 54 time-series data points, choosing larger bandwidths will lead to higher-frequency and short-memory contamination in the estimates. The estimation results are collected in Table 8 .
The results in Table 8 suggest that real GDP growth rates may in fact be integrated of fractional orders and even be mildly nonstationary 2 although they are always considered to be I(0) variables in the literature. While the null of I(0) stationarity in GDP growth rates cannot be rejected for several countries given the standard errors of their memory estimates, there are also other countries in our sample whose growth rates are significantly fractionally integrated of different orders, thus justifying a heterogeneous approach.
The integration order estimates of debt-to-GDP ratios presented in Table 8 are all significant and around unity, indicating high persistence of varying orders. For several countries, debt-to-GDP ratios are integrated of an order larger than one and for others less than one although in the literature they are immediately considered to be I(1) variables due to the unrealistic homogeneity assumption in inter-country dynamics. Chudik et al. (2013) use debt-to-GDP growth rates in their analysis, for which we present the integration orders also in Table 8 . These fractional integration or memory estimates suggest that debt-to-GDP growth can still be persistent for some countries with varying magnitudes.
We also estimate the fractional integration order of the common factor based on the cross-section averages of the series, which proxy the factor structure well as is evident from (7). The common factor is integrated of orders 0.7577 and 0.7067 for m = 10, 14, respectively, providing evidence that the cross-section dependence is persistent itself, which has not been considered in this literature so far. Having obtained the integration order estimates for GDP growth and debt-to-GDP ratio as well as debt-to-GDP ratio growth, we now only focus on the long-run relationship between real GDP growth rates and debt-to-GDP growth rates, as is the case in Chudik et al. (2013) , for two reasons: 1. Regressing GDP growth, which is stationary for most countries, on debt-to-GDP ratio, which is highly nonstationary, is completely uninformative whereas a regression based on the change in the debt-to-GDP ratio, which is almost as stationary as GDP growth, can prove insightful; 2. Interpretation of the results is more useful since our primary focus is on determining how economic growth responds to a change in the debt-to-GDP ratio.
We therefore estimate (1) taking y it as the real GDP growth and x it as the debtto-GDP ratio growth of country i, based on our methodology in which we account for country-specific characteristics, such as institutions and geographical location, as well as characteristics that are common for all countries -OECD membership, high income, etc. Our estimation methodology also allows for the two-way endogeneity between the debt-to-GDP ratio and real GDP growth since the idiosyncratic innovations are allowed to be correlated in the model, which is a necessary trait in this analysis as discussed by Baglan and Yoldas (2013) and Chudik et al. (2013) . The estimation results, taking d * = 1.25 and assuming a VAR(1) structure in the idiosyncratic innovations, are reported in Table 9 . For all countries, slope coefficient estimates are negative but the negative relationship between GDP growth and debt-to-GDP ratio growth is significant only for Belgium, Finland, New Zealand, Germany, Ireland and the United States. Considering the fact that our estimation methodology takes into account the fractional integration orders of the series, which in general leads to larger but more accurate standard errors for slope estimates, we do not find a significant relationship between real GDP growth and debt-to-GDP growth for the rest of the countries. The VAR(1) structure we preimposed is rejected for most of the countries, which is why the reported standard errors of long-range dependence parameter estimates are all the same.
Our methodology also allows for the identification of nontrivial cointegrating relationships, in particular if the slope estimate is significant andθ i >d i . However, we find that there is no statistically significant evidence for a cointegrating relationship between economic growth and debt growth for any of the countries. This leads to the conclusion that there is no long-lasting equilibrium relationship between GDP growth and debt growth while there is a parallel behaviour between them for several time periods, e.g. as reported by Chudik et al. (2013) where they perform their analysis taking 3 lags. Along with most of the claims in the literature, this could be due to the net direction of the causality between these variables being undetermined in the longer run: while high debt burden may have an adverse impact on economic growth, low GDP growth (by reducing tax revenues and increasing public expenditures) could also lead to high debt-to-GDP ratios.
We finally consider the common correlated mean-group slope estimate to investigate whether on average there is a negative and significant relationship between real GDP growth and debt-to-GDP ratio growth for the 20 high-income OECD countries that we consider. The mean-group slope estimate is -0.1912 with a standard deviation of 0.1448, which we calculate nonparametrically based on the variance-covariance matrix defined in Theorem 3, resulting in a p-value of 0.1924. Therefore, the average impact of an increase in the debt-to-GDP ratio growth on real GDP growth is not statistically significant at the 5% level for these 20 high-income OECD countries.
To sum up, using our methodology that takes into account country fixed effects, interdependencies between countries and noninteger integration orders, we find that for most countries in our sample, debt-to-GDP ratio growth rates do not have a statistically significant impact on real GDP growth rates although for Belgium, Finland, New Zealand, Germany, Ireland and the United States, this impact is significant at the 1% level. The mean-group estimate is insignificant indicating that on average there is no significant relationship between the real GDP and debt-to-GDP growth rates. 
Empirical Analysis of the Relationship between GDP and Debt at Levels
In structural estimation, using comparable level data, such as GDP and consumption, leads to easy-to-interpret results. With this in mind, we repeat the analysis in the previous subsection using real GDP and debt at levels, whose characteristics we expect to be similar, so that we can identify possible long-run relationships. Using the same datasets as in the previous subsection, we construct the debt data based on the PPPbased GDP data, which we used earlier, for the time period . This way, we can guarantee that the results have clear interpretations. We find that both real GDP and debt levels exhibit different cross-section mean and volatility characteristics, which we take into account so that valid comparisons can be made. We plot real GDP and debt at levels after normalizations in Figures 3 and 4 , respectively. For both series, there is a clear trending behaviour, leading us to think that they are both nonstationary series. To verify this, we carry out local Whittle estimations with m = 10, 14 as we did in the previous section. The results are collected in Table 10 .
The estimation results show that real GDP and debt at levels are integrated of an order around unity, which is in line with the literature where they are treated as I(1) variables. The common factor of real GDP and debt is estimated based on the cross-section averages of the series and is integrated of orders 0.9193 and 0.9496 for m = 10, 14, respectively, indicating that removing the common factor is essential for disclosing possible cointegrating relationships. To verify this statement, we provide benchmark estimation results based on the pure time-series estimation approach by Hualde and Robinson (2007) assuming a VAR(1) structure. Nontrivial cointegrating relationships will exist if a) the slope coefficients are significantly different from zero; Figure 4 : Debt at Levels, 1955 Levels, -2008 Levels, . 1960 Levels, 1970 Levels, 1980 Levels, 1990 b) the estimated integration orders of covariates are larger than those of the estimation residuals, i.e.θ i >d i . These benchmark estimation results are collected in Table 11 . According to the results in Table 11 , real GDP and debt at levels do not have a cointegrating relationship for any of the countries although there are several significant slope estimates. Now, using our model allowing for linear time trends, we check the long-run relationship between real GDP and debt assuming a VAR(1) structure. The cointegration estimation results are reported in Table 12 .
According to the estimation results in Table 12 , we find that debt and real GDP have a significant relationship at the 5% level for all countries except Greece, New Zealand and Sweden. The significant effect of debt on GDP is positive for Belgium, Italy, Netherlands and United Kingdom, and it is negative and significant for the remaining countries. While a negative and significant effect of debt on real GDP is generally reported in the literature, a positive effect can be, for example, due to the debt increasing because of government spending since it also fuels real GDP; also see DeLong and Summers (2012) .
The relationship between real GDP and debt does not have a cointegration nature for Belgium, Ireland, Japan and Portugal, which suggests that the significant interplay between the variables has a short-term focus. On the other hand, we find a cointegrating relationship between real GDP and debt for Australia, Austria, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Spain, United Kingdom and United States. The pre-imposed VAR(1) structure is rejected for most of the countries, which is why the standard errors of long-range dependence parameter estimates are the same. Finally, we check the average effect of debt on GDP in these 20 OECD countries. The common correlated mean-group estimate is -0.0344 with a standard deviation of 0.1740 suggesting that on average there is no significant effect of debt on GDP. This suggests that the widely used assumption in the literature of all countries converging to their equilibrium at the same rate does not hold since there are significant results for individual countries.
To conclude, using our methodology we find that real GDP and debt have a cointegrating relationship for several high-income OECD countries while the impact could be both positive and negative across countries. This contrasts with the relationship between real GDP growth and debt-to-GDP ratio growth where we do not find any significant cointegrating relationship. We also show by our mean-group estimate that on average there is no significant effect of debt on real GDP, which is also the case for real GDP growth and debt-to-GDP ratio growth. That is to say, unless heterogeneity and interdependencies across countries are taken into account, as in a pure time-series estimation, identifying the true nature of the relationship between these variables will not be possible.
Final Comments
We have considered a fractionally integrated panel data system with individual stochastic components and cross-section dependence, which allows for cointegration analysis in the defactored observed series. Although the present paper is quite general in that it incorporates long-range dependence and short-memory dynamics with the allowance of deterministic time trends, it nevertheless can be extended nontrivially in the following directions:
1. The parametric factor structure inducing cross-section dependence in our model may be assumed to have been approximated by infinitely many weak factors thus capturing spatial dependence in the idiosyncratic innovations; see Chudik et al. (2011) . While this is a theoretical possibility in (1) with additional conditions on the common factor, f t , we do not analyze spatial dependence explicitly. Parametric modelling of spatial dependence, see e.g. Pesaran and Tosetti (2011) , may provide further insights.
2. The VAR dynamics in (1) may be extended to more general VARMA dynamics possibly involving nonfundamentalness arguments, with which there could be some insight gains.
3. A multiple regression framework can be considered through the allowance of vector x it whose elements display different degrees of persistence. While the extension is trivial when the entire vector displays the same persistence characteristics, the treatment of unit-varying persistence is likely to complicate the uniformity arguments shown in this paper. This extension, however, may allow for the identification of multiple cointegrating relationships.
4. The fractionally integrated unobserved factor structure may be estimated up to a rotation and those estimates may be used as plug-in estimates in drawing inference on other model parameters, thus allowing the model to be used in forecasting studies. PCA estimation of fractionally integrated factor models are yet to be explored in the literature. 
By Assumption 2,¯ t = Ψ(L; θ)v t with ∞ j=1 j Ψ j (θ) < K, where K is a positive constant. Thus, projections based on v t and¯ t incur errors of the same size.
Then, by Lemma 1, the projection error is of size
Denote the projection matrix containing the factors M F . This result implies that
indicating that M F can replaceM T 1 as n → ∞, which may be useful for the asymptotic covariance matrix derivations. Furthermore,
A. . Now noting that Cov (ṽ * 2it ,ṽ * 1.2it ) = 0, and using the projection arguments above,β
We next show the consistency ofθ i taking p = 0, which is because the proof follows the exact same steps for other p values, and the projection approach is better motivated in this less complicated setting. Write the time-stacked CSS as
for ϑ ∈ V = [ϑ,θ] ⊂ 0, . Now,
Next, to be able to make use of (25), let us write
for which it can easily be shown using (24) and the projection details above that
since ϑ max − ϑ < 1/2 and δ − ϑ < 1/2. The proof of consistency forθ i is then complete.
The consistency ofd i in the time-stacked CSŜ
can be shown using exactly the same line of reasoning as above additionally incorporating the estimation effects ofω i that are O p (T −1/2 ), and thus the proof is omitted.
Finally, establishinĝ 
A.3 Proof of Theorem 2
Asymptotic normality of the slope estimates can readily be established based on the arguments above since
where the second O p term appears due to the projection, and is removed if √ T /n → 0 as n → ∞. Showing the asymptotic normality ofθ i andd i follows the same steps, which is why
A.4 Proof of Theorem 3
The asymptotic behaviour of the mean-group slope estimate is readily shown in Pesaran (2006) under the rank condition and the random coefficients model we described. We therefore refrain from giving the same proof here. 
A.5 Covariance Matrix EstimateÂ
with the parameter subscripts denoting the first partial derivative as iñ 
